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Abstract:
I sketch how international human rights can be understood and be justified on the basis of human worth within a contractualist perspective similar to that presented in John Rawls' theory of domestic distributive justice.  The present sketch addresses the subject of the relationship between states, and the role of human rights in that regard (cf. Follesdal 1991 for a more elaborate presentation.)  I shall be particularly concerned to show that the contractualist tradition, which emphasizes human worth and certain institutional kinds of equality among citizens, nevertheless can permit larger economic inequalities among individuals of different states.

The human rights of this and future generations are presently on the political agendas everywhere.  However, the concept of "human rights" remains contested: conflicts constantly arise about what these rights entail, partly due to disagreement about how human rights are to be justified?  
Human rights have often been taken to express the equal human worth of all individuals.  But the notion of human worth is notoriously vague, and it remains unclear how, precisely, human worth justifies rights.  Indeed, appeals to the equal human worth of all human beings seems incompatible with the current understanding of human rights:  How can it be that human dignity or human worth can require equal political and economic power among citizens of a state, yet permit significant political and economic inequalities among members of different states?  That is: how is equal human worth compatible with a degree of state sovereignty that permits political and economic inequalities among members of different states?  It would appear that human worth -- and human rights -- require a world state, with political control over all present states, to ensure an equal distribution of economic resources.  If human worth grounds human rights, it might thus appear that the internationally acknowledged human rights endanger their own historical origins: sovereign states. 

In these comments I sketch how international human rights can be understood and be justified on the basis of human worth within a contractualist perspective similar to that presented in John Rawls' theory of domestic distributive justice.  The present sketch addresses the subject of the relationship between states, and the role of human rights in that regard (cf. Follesdal 1991 for a more elaborate presentation.)  I shall be particularly concerned to show that the contractualist tradition, which emphasizes human worth and certain institutional kinds of equality among citizens, nevertheless can permit larger economic inequalities among individuals of different states.

Along the way, I shall note how this perspective relates to several other themes touched upon earlier in the seminar series:
- how human worth can be expressed and justified;
- how pluralism challenges present societies
- the contractualist tradition from the French and American revolutions, as it has been developed in different ways by discourse ethics and Rawls' theory of Justice as Fairness. 

Section 1 discusses the subject of sovereignty which the contractualist tradition has been particularly concerned with.  Section 2 is a brief presentation of Rawls' theory of Justice as Fairness, the premises and main argument for a high degree of equality among citizens within states.  In section 3 I explore the notion of human rights, and consider some functions of this concept within a normative theory.  In section 4 I present a contractualist justification of human rights, understood as conditions on the legitimate enjoyment of external sovereignty.  In section 5 I defend this view - and Rawls' theory of justice - against an objection by Brian Barry.

The contractualist tradition
The subject: the legitimacy of government
Writers in the contractualist tradition -- which include Rousseau, Locke, Kant, and Rawls, among others -- have all addressed variations of the question of legitimacy of government.  That is: under what conditions do governmental decisions impose a moral obligation on others to comply with these decisions?  Several aspects of this question deserve comments.
The question of legitimacy pertain primarily to (nation) states, which we for our purposes may regard as complex sets of social institutions with one essential feature:   [I borrow the main features from Bull 1977: 8,56; and cf. Weber. [Bull].   Among the institutions is a governmentwhich claims final authority with regards to the other social institutions concerning certain issues, within a certain geographicalterritory and over a certain population.
The government (and its agents) can be said to enjoy sovereignty over certain issues when, within these domains, the government's decisions and actions are final   (as long as they fall within certain ranges).  On these matters the government is decisive over all other institutions and agents, both within that territory and population -- it enjoys internal sovereignty-- and outside it -- external sovereignty.
The government enjoys internal sovereignty partly because it has the legal authority to make the institutional rules effective within the state, through various legislative, judicial and executive powers -- including a monopoly on the use of force.
A government enjoys external sovereignty when it has final authority over all external agents (concerning certain issues) - i.e. when its decisions are not overruled by foreign agents.  States in the present world order enjoy external sovereignty as participants in a states system, where states regulate their actions in accordance with international institutions which express respect for the legal powers of other states (to some degree).  

In light of these remarks, we may discern two types of questions about the conditions of legitimacy: the conditions for legitimate internal and external sovereignty, respectively:
- When do citizens have a moral obligation to comply with laws generally?
- When do foreign states and other agents have a moral obligation to respect the domestic decisions of a government?

Contractualist theories have generally addressed variations of the first of these two questions.

The contractualists
Social institutions compel compliance with public rules under the threat of coercive force.  How, if at all, can these institutions acknowledge and maintain the freedom and equality of individuals?  This is a central question for contractualist philosophers.  Locke, Rousseau and Kant all claimed that a legitimate state, enjoying the use of force, must further and protect the interest of every individual as compared to some ground level - e.g. as defined by the absence of social institutions in a state of nature, variously conceived.  Under such circumstances social institutions are such that they could have been consented to among all affected parties, and such a society respects citizens' freedom and equality in an appropriate way.

Human worth
Before we go on to explore Rawls' contractualist theory, it may be interesting to consider what sort of content contractualists can give to the notion of "human worth", and what role it plays in these theories. 
Presumably, the conception of human worth must express some of the following moral judgments: that human beings (within some "normal" range) have a high value, higher than (most other) values and goals; and that human worth dominates/restricts various goals and interests we seek to achieve as individuals and as members of a society. 
Appeals to human worth should somehow justify our judgments that certain actions and institutions constitute wrongs against others.  These actions may be held to be illegitimate, and we cannot demand that others should let us act in such ways.

I suggest as a first sketch that thinkers in the contractualist tradition maintain a certain perspective on morality:
An action is right if it is in accordance with a set of general rules for action under such circumstances which all can accept on free and informed grounds, given their shared, overriding interest in being able to justify their actions to one another on precisely such grounds.   [For a discussion of this Kantian approach, cf. Scanlon 1982. [Scanlon, Thomas M.	1982	Contractualism and utilitarianism	2955]

When we act according to rules which are such that no one has valid objections against them, we are treating each other as free and equal, even when we are coerced to abide by these rules - the laws and decisions of government.  
I submit that contractualist theories of morality express human worth in insisting that such rules of behavior must be justifiable to each.  The worth of each person consists, then, of enjoying a limited veto on the rules which affect her.  Such a veto may quite possibly be differently circumscribed for rules regulating different aspects of our lives and different relationships, and possibly varying with different stages in her life.  I suspect that this conception of human worth may be developed to illucidate the worth of fetuses and other organisms.  It seems less clear, however, that this view may ascribe a further value to (the survival of) species or of nature in general.  I shall leave these important issues aside.

The appeal to a restricted veto requires that we become clear about what grounds count as objections to certain rules of legitimacy, e.g. regarding the permissible institutional distribution of goods.  I (take myself to) follow Scanlon in suggesting that one type of significant objection would be arguments of avoidable burdens, in the following sense:  I may reasonably object against certain rules if, when comparing them to how I and others fare under alternative sets, there are no one who must sacrifice as much -- i.e. bear as large burdens -- under other alternatives as I must forego under these rules.  Let us call such arguments "impact arguments". [cf. Scanlon 1975 and 1982. [Scanlon, Thomas M.	1975	Preference and urgency	3008
 [Scanlon, Thomas M.	1982	Contractualism and utilitarianism	2955]
Impact arguments are perhaps decisive, but it remains to be seen whether they can serve to identify any set of rules as more right - or more just - than others.  That would require, among other things, that we can identify the impact of such rules on individuals, and compare these impacts in a satisfactory way.  Below I shall suggest that several features of our social institutions usually make such claims hard: the fact of adaptive interest formation and the fact of pluralism.

Rawls' theory of Justice as Fairness
John Rawls' theory of justice, justice as fairness, may be regarded as a defense of social democracy, justifying strong egalitarian requirements on the distribution of political, civil, and economic rights and benefits.
In this context it is helpful to focus attention on four premises of Rawls' theory.   [I draw on several sources for this brief summary, including Rawls 1971, 1992.  In addition, this section also draws on Follesdal 1993, which was handed out at the seminar. 

Adaptive Interest formation
Social institutions affect our values, conception of the good, and plans of life.  Since these institutions have pervasive impact on individuals' lives, the way they distribute goods thus become a very important question.  At the same time this fact makes it difficult - and inappropriate - to rely on our perceived sense of wellbeing as a measure for comparing living conditions under various institutions. 

Pluralism
There will always be disagreement, even among reflective persons of good will, concerning central issues in moral philosophy, including the conception of the person and what the good life consists in.  This fact makes it particularly difficult to resort to any one existing view of the good to find a complete procedure or standard for comparing alternative social institutions.  It also becomes difficult for contractualists to agree to a shared measure of well-being suitable for comparing burdens.

Conception of society
For purposes of justifying principles of justice, Rawls submits that society is best understood as a cooperative venture among citizens regarded as free and equal members, over generations.
We should also note that Rawls' theory for the most part addresses the question of legitimacy as part of ideal theory, where the assumption is that societies are well orderedaccording to some principles of justice: most citizens know that the basic social institutions satisfy these principles, and that citizens generally comply with the institutions.  Political obligations under unjust regimes, or under partial compliance, generally fall beyond the scope of Rawls' theory.

Conception of individuals
Rawls conceives of individuals -- again, for the purpose of determining principles of distributive justice -- as having two essential features:
a) Individuals have a sense of justice: we have the ability to understand, apply, and subject ourselves to the principles of justice and the rules which we regard as just and which apply to us.  This ability or power prevents us from setting ourselves goals which are unjust, and constrains our treatment of others.
b) Individials are rational: each of us develop a conception of the good, and we seek to pursue this good, alone and together with others.

The subject of Rawls' theory
Rawls' theory concerns the distribution of certain goods by the major social institutions of a society.  The social primary goodsinclude various rights, understood as procedural controls: political and civil rights, opportunities, income and wealth.  These goods are constituted through the general compliance with public rules -- through the existence of social institutions.   These rights are means for developing and pursuing almost all conceptions of the good.

Rawls' two principles
Rawls argues that two principles of justice are appropriate as conditions for legitimate government.  The most recent restatement of these principles presents them as follows [Rawls 1982, 5]

FIRST PRINCIPLE - the Principle of (Equal) liberty: 
Each person has an equal right to a fully adequate scheme of equal basic liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme of liberties for all.

SECOND PRINCIPLE: 
Social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two conditions.  

The Opportunity Principle:
First, they must be attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity; 

The Difference Principle:
and second, they must be to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged members of society. 

Rawls' argument for the two principles
Rawls' argument for these two principles proceeds in several steps, the details of which I omit.  It is worth noting that Rawls only argues that his principles are to be preferred to certain alternatives, in particular to various utilitarian theories.  He does not hold that the two principles follow deductively from the conditions of the original position, nor that they are necessarily preferable to all other alternatives.
a) the conception of the individual and of society makes it appropriate to adopt the contractualist model of expressing equality and freedom; however, the question for Rawls is not whether a particular set of social institutions is compatible with equality and freedom, but whether standards for assessing such sets of institutions express equality and freedom.  Moreover, the appropriate comparisons, for Rawls, are not with individuals' plight in the state of nature - the absence of all~institutions - but with individuals under alternative sets of institutions permitted by other principles of justice.
b) The range of appropriate arguments is constrained by various considerations, eg. recognizing pluralism and the problems of adaptive interest formation.  Rawls suggests that these constraints can be fruitfully envisioned by imagining that the participants are arguing in an "Original Position", under a "veil of ignorance" which blocks appeal to such facts which we on reflection regard as irrelevant or inadmissible for arguments regarding this subject.
c) Rawls suggests that citizens can make reasonable claims to equal shares of the social primary goods -- except if a less than equal share is in the favor even of the disadvantaged.  Why are other inequalities unreasonable?  I take Rawls to hold that the grounds for this claim are peculiar to social primary goods: these goods require the participation of all, and these goods are, to a large extent, positional  [Hirsch, Fred	1978	Social limits to growth	3257
]   [cf. Hirsch 1978 for "positional goods".] goods: inequalities may entail large negative impacts on the disadvantaged.


The function of "Human rights"
We now turn to ask whether talk of human rights may be related to these issues of distributive justice, and if so what the function or functions of the concept of human rights may be.  I first comment on the relationship between a normative notion of human rights and common usage; then delineate some differences between internationally recognized human rights and the principles of Justice as Fairness.  I then go on to suggest several possible functions of 'human rights' which would have to be be linked to the contractualist approach to issues of legitimacy.

Which rights are human rights?
Presumably, a normative account must provide an explication which fits roughly with the use of 'human rights' talk today; that is, it must include both civil and political rights, andsocial and economic rights.  
A further class of claims are sometimes (alleged) to be human rights:  they are sometimes referred to as collectiverights.  These rights include the rights of groups eg. to self-determination and to peace; the right to international economic cooperation, and the right of minorities to pursue their own cultural tradition etc.  A complete normative theory of human rights should address the question of whether these claims are human rights -- e.g. by showing what purpose is furthered by regarding these claims as human rights.  This may get particularly tricky insofar as some such collective rights cannot be reduced to /regarded as (complex) rights of individuals.  I leave this important issue aside.

Where do human rights differ in substance from Justice as Fairness?
I think that there is at least one central differences, with regards to the distribution of economic goods: a society which satisfies the current legal human rights of its citizens may still violate the difference principle.  Moreover, as compared with some of the liberties specified in Justice as Fairness, some of the internationally accepted human rights appear less specific with regards to the institutional mechanisms they require, eg. concerning political participation through elections with secret ballots.  Thus human rights might seem to acknowledge more explicitly that varying local conditions warrant different institutional levers and controls.

What is the function of 'human rights'?
I shall suggest several functions which talk of human rights may play in a normative theory; the first four seem most plausible to me at this time.

a) One might argue, in ideal theory, that the two principles of justice lay out conditions for legitimate internal sovereignty, i.e. when citizens have a moral obligation to comply with laws generally.  I have taken this to be the position of Justice as Fairness.  It seems consistent with that view to hold that human rights are conditions, in ideal theory, for legitimate external sovereignty, i.e. delineating when foreign agents have a moral obligation to respect a governments' domestic actions.  (There may well be further and different, conditions for legitimate domestic resistance to injustice, and further conditions for legitimate international intervention, which would have to take into account the dangers of misjudgment, abuse, ineffectiveness etc.).
An important task for this view is to explain whyone should draw the line for legitimate external sovereignty precisely at human rights abuses, instead of, eg., at any deviation from the difference principle?  Arguments for drawing the line there include, I believe:
- the need for fairly clear-cut and publicly observable conditions.  The difference principle requires complicated and counterfactual comparisons for its application, and would open up for abuses if used as a condition for permissible international intervention, militarily and otherwise   [- similarly, I take Amnesty's decision to focus on certain civil and political rights not to be based on a view that these rights are more important for individualsthan other (civil, political, economic or social) rights, but rather on the assumptions that
a) there is more of a present overlapping consensus on these rights than on many other rights;
b) breaches of these rights can be more easily determined and verified by a non-governmental organization, from the outside, like Amnesty, than many other breaches.
c) Amnesty and other organizations can do much good without addressing every single evil in this world.
].  
I return to a further, more substantial arguments supporting this account below: human rights delineate particularly urgent claims which individuals have; more urgent, I would suggest, than further claims to economic benefits.  I would argue that this point about urgency supports the following three functions as well:

b) Human rights may delineate, in ideal theory, the scope of inter-national obligations: claims on international institutions ("international regimes") which citizens of one state has towards (members of) other states.  Such claims may include rights to humanitarian intervention, or rights to certain shares of income, food, political control etc. 
A major challenge to this role is to explain why the international institutions then should not satisfy a Global difference principle, instead of merely constraining the inequalities according to the present international human rights.  I return to this issue below.

c) Human rights may delineate, for non-ideal theory, when a government can claim internal or external legitimacy even though there is extreme scarcity, or while transforming an unjust society to a just one, etc.  (Many (social and economic) human rights are "aspirational" in ways that let empoverished societies satisfy their legal obligations, since they require that "the government shall take the necessary steps to ensure the realization of adequate nutrition" etc.   [ cf. Sen 1982, identifying a notion of "meta-rights" which is relevant for these issues.  A meta-right is a right (or rather: moral claim) of individuals to have (or have brought about) institutions which secure certain legal powers or other goods. [Sen, Amartya K.	1982	The right not to be hungry	3437
])

d) Human rights may identify, for non-ideal theory, which injustices are gravest - e.g. by Scanlon's urgency criterion -  and/or which injustices should be dealt with first.  This view is consistent with Rawls' position, I believe [ here Thomas Pogge (1989) and I disagree.]:  Rawls' own comments, at Rawls 1971, 303, indicate that he thinks that the arguments for the lexicalpriority of the principle of liberty for ideal theory alsohold for the temporal - or urgency - priority of removing deviations from this principle under non-ideal situations.  (Some empirical/sociological arguments need to be provided).  In light of some of Rawls' later writings it seems clear that the Principle of Liberty would include the various social and economic human rights. 

e) Human rights may delineate, for non-ideal theory, when there is some - though possibly overridable - obligation to obey the laws.  A problem with this view is that it doesn't fit with the role of civil disobedience, which is often used to protest human rights violations in ways consistent with respect for (not-quite-just) social institutions.

f) A further, conceivable possibility is that human rights are taken to delineate conditions of legitimate internalsovereignty for ideal theory.   [I am grateful to John Rawls for pointing out this possibility.]  On this reading, the two principles do not set out conditions of justice - understood as conditions for legitimate internal sovereigntyfor societies in general - contrary to what was suggested above.  How might this view be accommodated?  
One approach would be to hold that the scope of application for the two principles is limited to liberal democraciesin some carefully specified sense.  This opens the possibility that other societies may be just, even though they do not satisfy the two principles.  This view may indeed seem to underpin some of Rawls' more recent remarks on the scope of application of his theory(Rawls 1989 [?])®X6Rawls, John	1989	The domain of the political and ove	2968
] There are weaker and stronger alternative accounts of this position: 
Weak: the nature of the justification (reflective equilibrium) and the premises (- the fundamental ideas)  of the arguments made for the two principles are such that it mayin principle be possible to find other premises (other fundamental ideas) which yield other principles, nevertheless within the bounds set by human rights.  Such alternatives could presumably consist of an alternative conception of society and of citizens which would generate different principles of distributive justice which match the considered judgments of those concerned - possibly also ours?  Whether such alternatives exist now, or whether they will be found, is a different question.  
The weak position may simply be restating some implications of the model of justification: i.e. remaining agnostic about the possibility of generating other theories, quite properly so in light of the reliance on reflective equilibrium and underdetermination of theories by our experience - Duhem, Quine etc.
Weak: The argument may be that the case for Justice as Fairness only holds for (nation) states, which claim monopoly on the use of force etc.  Other, non-state societies are possible; and to these social forms justice as fairness do not apply - though human rights still are relevant requirements. "Sovereignty" may be an inaccurate description of the powers enjoyed by such societies.
 Stronger: One may want to underscore the fact that the case for the two principles of justice is dependent on various empirical claims about how inequalities of income, wealth, political power etc. are likely to affect individuals' life plans   [for an account of how empirical issues enter into these arguments, cf. Scanlon 1978, 1979. ].  Thus it remains a sociological question whether, indeed, there are nation states (say, "traditional" societies) in which individuals are likely to be fairly treated - over generations - in the absence of institutional political rights.  Our historical experience until now suggest otherwise, but in principle this remains an open question.
Strong: One might consider, for instance, the view that human rights lay out conditions of legitimate internal sovereignty for allsocieties, but that liberal democracies have further, stricter conditions as expressed by the two principles (in particular, they are more egalitarian concerning the distribution of economic benefits.).  I.e. there are, or can conceivably be, some societies (eg. "traditional") which exercise legitimate internal sovereignty without satisfying the two principles, and without challenging the appropriateness of the two principles for western democracies.   [If Justice as Fairness remains committed to constructivism as a method, even for such societies, one might regard constructivism as operating on the model of Quasi-pure procedural justice, where human rights serve as ("prior") constraints on permissible outcomes.  For constructivism, cf. Rawls 1980. 
In order to maintain this strong position, several issues must be addressed:
- which institutions may be just in (ideal) "traditional" societies, but not in (ideal) western democracies?
- at what level is Justice as Fairness contractualist?  As I understand Justice as Fairness, it is the conception of society and persons (as free and equal members of a system of cooperation . . .) which makes it appropriate to rely on the contractualist tradition, regarding restricted vetos in the Original Position as explicating "freedom" and "equality" in an appropriate way.  If a different conception of society and/or persons is employed, there is prima facie no reason to resort to contractualism, or to an appropriately modified Original Position, in order to assess principles of justice.  [The account of constructivism must take this basis for contractualism properly into account.]
- Does this view also entail that it is a mistake to apply our (political) conception of the person to individuals in such other societies?  For instance: should we withhold judgment regarding whether the citizens of this state should be regarded as free, and as equals?
- How do we justify human rights as conditions of legitimacy for these societies, and for these individuals, if contractualism and the arguments by constrained veto are inappropriate?

A Theory of Human Rights
In the following I shall sketch a theory of human rights in support of a, b, c and d above. 
I suggest that most human rights can be justified as identifying institutitional, constitutional protections for the satisfaction of Determinate Human Needs.  No other claims dominate the satisfaction of these needs, and thus the human rights take on a lexical priority within ideal theory, (-- and, I believe, in non-ideal theory.)
Which are these needs, and why is their satisfaction so urgent?  And why are further claims, eg. as expressed in a "Global" difference principle, less appropriate or 'beyond' justice?

Determinate Human Needs
I suggest that we consider the set of what we may call determinate human needs:®IP3,5]
- which are held by all human beings
- which satisfaction can be interpersonally determined
- which satisfaction depends, to a large part, on the social institutions
- which joint satisfaction is at least as important as the satisfaction of any other need or interest, eg because they must be satisfied in order to develop, maintain and pursue any conception of the good whatsoever.  Claims to the satisfaction of such needs are thus dominant in deliberations about just social institutions.

I suggest that determinate human needs include the need for sufficient nutrition, protection against the elements, the absence of continual fear, protection of personal physical integrity against violence etc.

The argument for human rights.
I submit that a reasonable claim on the set of global institutions - international and domestic as a whole - is that the institututions must see to it that determinate human needs of all must be satisfied as far as possible.

Many of the threats against the satisfaction of these needs are precisely due to the existence of states and the states system.  The domestic and international rules which lay down internal and external sovereignty must therefore limit sovereignty in such ways that the determinate needs of individuals are secured as far as possible.  I suggest that human rights do precisely that. 

The Principle of Human Rights can be stated in a general form:
The rules of the world order must include various Human Rights, which place limits on legislative powers.

The domestic and international rules of rights of a legitimate states system must include various human rights which are constitutional protections against ordinary legislation, or constitutional directives for the exercise of legislative discretion.  They specify the scope of government authority and discretion over individuals, and the scope of international authority over domestic governments.    
A states system which lacks human rights can be reasonably objected to, because such rights provide necessary and efficacious protections against individuals' Determinate Human Needs going unmet.  States systems present a wide range of threats against the satisfaction of Determinate Human Needs -- at least in the absence of constraints on sovereignty.  Human Rights offer efficacious institutional protections against these threats, without creating similar threats to the Determinate Human Needs of others.  The effects on Determinate Human Needs dominate all other impacts.
The Theory of Human Rights, when fully developed, must argue for each human right, that some individuals in a states system without this right would risk the satisfaction of one of their Determinate Human Needs, while general compliance with the full set of human rights rules would be sufficient to prevent or reduce this particular risk.   I shall not present complete arguments for any such right here.  

I submit that human rights in this way can provide conditions on legitimate domestic and international social institutions.  Such conditions serve several functions:®IP3,5]
- as sufficient conditions for prohibiting international (military and economic) intervention.
- as requirements for international obligations, eg. to provide food, or opportunities for trade etc. for the satisfaction of foreigners' determinate needs.

Defense against critics
The human rights to food etc. constrain permissible international economic inequalities, but fall short of requiring an equal share of all social primary goods.  Why is this -- in particular, how can one maintain a difference principle domestically while dismiss what would seem as a natural extension -  a global difference principle?
I shall briefly consider an argument raised by Brian Barry against not requiring a global difference principle   [Barry 1989.].  He takes Rawls' lack of endorsement of such a principle to indicate that Rawls is torn in two directions, regarding Justice in two different and inconsistent ways: 

Justice as mutual advantage:
Justice is the name we give to the constraints on themselves that rational self-interested people would agree to as the minimum price that has to be paid in order to obtain the cooperation of others.
 . . .
 . . . the agreement is allowed to reflect the fact that some people have more bargaining power than others." 
(Barry 1989, 7)

and

Justice as impartiality: 
"justice should be the content of any agreement that would be reached by rational people under conditions that do not allow for bargaining power to be translated into advantage. . .  . . .a just state of affairs is one that people can accept not merely in the sense that they cannot reasonably expectto get more but in the stronger sense that they cannot reasonably claim~ more.  
(Barry 1989, 7-8)

Rawls' refusal to endorse a global difference principle is due to his acceptance of Justice as mutual advantage, on Barry's view.  
This reading is in many ways inconsistent with the contractualist assumptions which Rawls endorses in the rest of Justice as Fairness, but it remains to be seen whether there are other, more plausible accounts of Rawls' apparent inconsistency.  

The theory of human rights I have presented suffers from the same apparent inconsistency, and I shall sketch a defense of this position; why it is consistent to deny that a domestic difference principle should apply to the system of states at large.  
I suggest that this is because the particular grounds for claims to equality fail to hold to the same degree among individuals in different societies:
- citizens in other societies do not participate in maintaining the social institutions of which social primary goods are constitutive;
- domestic governments can, to some extent, protect citizens against unfortunate influences of international economic inequalities - at least as long as these inequalities are consistent with the requirements of human rights.
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